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The home of the Salvation Army’s Western Headquarters is this 12-story building located 
on the waterfront in Long Beach, California. Built in 1982, this building is also the home to 
a number of other social and outreach organizations that support the Long Beach area. As 
a non-profit organization, ensuring the building operates as efficiently and cost effectively is 
paramount. 

The Challenge
The Salvation Army’s existing BMS system was becoming increasingly difficult to manage 
and was proving exceedingly costly to upgrade from their current service provider. 

Once the decision was made to replace their aging system, the conversation turned to cost. 
Every dollar spent in their building meant that less of their hard-earned fundraising revenue 
could be used for their outreach programs.  
 
The proposal received from their former service provider required an extensive retrofit and 
was found to be significantly outside what they could afford. The Salvation Army needed a 
solution that would allow them to reuse as much of their currently installed infrastructure 
without sacrificing any of the performance available with a modern BMS solution.

When their previous vendor was unable to achieve this albeit ambitious goal, the Salvation 
Arm turned to Integrity Automated Solutions for a fresh solution. As an additional 
complication, due to the other tenants within the building, none of the upgraded systems 
could be completely removed offline; everything needed to be completed while the building 
remained completely operational.

To find out how Delta overcame this challenge, please turn over.
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 Starting out with a new front end and retrofit 
of the main system controllers, IAS will have 
replaced the entire legacy system by 2015.

Locally owned and operated in Brea 
California, IAS has been a dedicated Delta 
Controls Partner for 7 years.

IAS is growing at an astonishing rate. 
Most recently securing projects at some 
of California’s more prestigious sights, 
IAS is one of the rising stars in the Delta 
partnership.

5 years



We were amazed at the way 
the Delta system was able 
to seamlessly incorporate 
the old controllers into a 
powerful new interface. 
We’re looking forward 
to seeing the benefits of 
a top-to-bottom Delta 
system. “

The Solution
What IAS proposed was a system where the majority of the building’s existing terminal 
unit controllers would be able to be reused and integrated back into the Delta Controls 
ORCAview workstation. This software would provide the features and management tools 
that the Salvation Army was looking for while requiring only the legacy Supervisory 
Controllers to be replaced. By replacing these third-party legacy components with Delta’s 
high-density, modular enteliBUS controllers, new advanced control algorithms were able to 
be implemented.
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The Results
The simple to use front-end graphics and powerful real-time system management tools 
combined to meet every one of the Salvation Army’s goals. 

The project was successfully completed and due to Delta’s commitment to third-party 
BACnet compatibility, tight budget restrictions did not effect the overall end product.

Enhance system graphics to enable a quick and easy visualisation of conditions at any 
given time. 
Customised, high-resolution, real-time graphics were provided by IAS through Delta’s 
Illustrator Graphics Package.  
 
Deliver the ability to react to any changes as they occur.  
With Delta’s unique ability to adjust programming “on the fly” sequences could be updated 
and fine-tuned without disturbing the occupants.

Ongoing Upgrades 
Once the initial upgrade was complete, the customer was so happy with the system that 
IAS has now been granted a five-year contract to start replacing the remaining unitary 
controllers on each floor with new Delta products. 

“

To find out about our purchasing models 

Contact us now on 1-604-574-9444 
Alternatively visit our website at www.deltacontrols.com

 
The Benefits
 Today, the updated control system provides efficient service for the all aspects of the 
building’s HVAC system. With their previous system, staff was required to be on site at 4:00 
am in order to supervise the system startup due to ongoing inconsistencies and errors; this 
is no longer the case. Their central plant is running more reliably and efficiently due to the 
new programs enabled by the enteliBUS controller’s powerful ARM9 CPU.

Jim Raia
Chief Engineer, Salvation Army 
Long Beach, California, USA
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•	Modular system-
level controller 

Expandible 

•	Scalable system for 
phased development

ORCAview

•	Powerful local 
operator workstation

Illustrator

•	High-resolution, 
system graphics


